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•  On shell, not off shell, p2 = m2. 

•  Spinors not momenta. 

•  Relations between gravity and gauge theory.    

•  Duality between color and kinematics. 
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Outline 

2.  Some recent developments discussed here: 

 

 

1. Review of some basic properties of  scattering amplitudes: 

•  New surprises in UV properties of N = 4 supergravity. 

•  Subleading soft gravitons limits  (recent hot topic). 

3. Many other recent developments I won’t discuss, except to   

       briefly mention them. 
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Scattering amplitudes 

Scattering of elementary particles is fundamental to  

our ability to unravel microscopic laws of nature. 

Smooth running of the  

Large Hadron Collider at CERN 

emphasizes importance of  

scattering amplitudes. 

Vast subject.  After a brief overview, we give some examples  

of advances of past year in understanding and calculating  

scattering in quantum field theory. 
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Remarkable Progress 

1. “On-shell Revolution” 

2. “NLO QCD Revolution” 

3. Remarkable structures and new insight: 

  “Twistors” 

  “Grassmannian” 

   “Amplituhedron”   

 “Duality between color and kinematics” 

 Integrability, symbols, transcendentality, etc  

4. Most importantly:  Calculations deemed impossible 
      are now commonplace. 
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The progress is associated with some words you might have heard: 

 Arkani-Hamed and Trnka. 

 Witten; Roiban, Sparadlin, Volovich;  Mason, Skinner;  etc 

  ZB, Carrasco, Johansson 

Maldacena,  Sever; Vieira;  Dixon, Drummond, Pennington, von Hippel;Lipatov, Sabio-Vera; etc. 

 Arkani-Hamed,  et al 
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Review of Basic Properties 
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Spinors expose simplicity 

Spinor helicity for massless polarization vectors: 

Xu, Zhang and Chang 

Berends, Kleis and Causmaeker 

Gastmans and Wu 

Gunion and Kunszt 

& many others 

More sophisticated version of circular polarization: 

All required properties of circular polarization satisfied: 

Changes in reference momentum q equivalent to on-shell gauge transformations 

Graviton polarization tensors are squares of gluon ones: 

Reference momentum 

Chinese magic 
particle momentum 
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Tree-level example: Five gluons 

Consider the five-gluon amplitude: 

If you evaluate this following textbook Feynman 

rules you find… 

Force carriers in QCD are gluons.  Similar to photons of QED 

except they self interact. 

Used in calculation of pp       3 jets at CERN 
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Result of evaluation (actually only a small 

part of it): 

Messy combination of 

momenta and gluon  

polarization vectors. 
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Reconsider Five-Gluon Tree 

With a little Chinese magic, i.e. helicity states: 

Use a better organization of color charges: 

Motivated by the color organization of open string amplitudes. 
Mangano and Parke 

Xu, Zhang and Chang 

and many others 
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Britto, Cachazo, Feng and Witten 

An Ak+1 

An-k+1 

On-Shell Recursion 

A very general machinery for constructing tree level 

scattering amplitudes are on-shell recursion relations. 

Proof relies on so little.   Power comes from generality: 

• Cauchy’s theorem 

• Basic field theory factorization properties 

• Applies to massive theories. 

• Applies to gauge and gravity theories. 

Badger, Glover, Khoze and Svrcek 

Building blocks are  

on-shell amplitudes 

Contrast with Feynman diagram which are based on  

off-shell unphysical states with  

Brandhuber, Travaglini, Spence; 

Cachazo, Svrcek 

on-shell 
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Proof of On-Shell Recursion 

Consider amplitude under complex deformation  

of an amplitude. Proof of on-shell recursion relies 

on good behavior at large z. 

A(z) is amplitude with shifted momenta 

Sum over residues 

gives the on-shell  

recursion relation 

If 

Poles in z come from  

kinematic poles in  

amplitude. 

Remarkably, gravity is well behaved as 

complex momenta 

See review article of Elvang and Huang: arXiv:1308.1697 
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On-shell Recursion 
Start with the 3 point amplitudes: 

A(1¡; 2¡; 3+) = i
h12i4

h12h23ih31i
A(1+; 2+; 3¡) = ¡i [12]4

[12][23][31]

Gauge theory: 

Einstein Gravity: 

No four or higher point vertices required! 

M(1¡; 2¡; 3+) = i

µ
h12i4

h12h23ih31i

¶2
M(1+; 2+; 3¡) = i

µ
[12]4

[12][23][31]

¶2

Ak+1 

An-k+1 

Recursively build 

all tree amplitudes 
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KLT Relations 
At tree level,  Kawai, Lewellen and Tye presented a relationship  

between closed and open string amplitudes. In field theory limit,  

relationship is between gravity and gauge theory. 

where we have stripped all coupling constants   
Color stripped gauge 

theory amplitude 

Full gauge theory 

 amplitude 

Gravity 

amplitude 

Holds for any external states. 

Progress in gauge  

theory can be imported 

into gravity theories 
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Unitarity Method 

Two-particle cut: 

Generalized    

unitarity as a 

practical tool: 

Three-particle cut: 

Bern, Dixon, Dunbar and Kosower  (1998) 

Bern, Dixon and Kosower 

Britto, Cachazo and Feng;  Forde; 

Ossala, Pittau, Papadopolous, and  many others 

Different cuts merged 

to give an expression  

with correct cuts in all 

channels. 

Systematic assembly of  

complete amplitudes from  

cuts for any number of 

particles or loops. 

on-shell 

Standard general purpose tool for turning 

tree advances into loop advances 
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ATLAS Comparison against NLO QCD 

W + 2,3,4 jets inclusive 

Solid theoretical understanding  helps 

the search for new physics, e.g. CMS 

search for supersymmetry. 

NLO QCD predictions from BlackHat  

Collaboration.  

ZB, Dixon, Febres Cordero, Hoeche, Ita, Kosower, Maitre, Ozeren [BlackHat collaboration] 

• New on-shell tools really work. 

• Applied to precesses as complex as 

   W+5 jets in NLO QCD  

W
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Example of a nontrivial (useful) structure: 
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Duality Between Color and Kinematics 

Color factors based on a Lie algebra:  

coupling  
constant 

color factor 
momentum dependent 
kinematic factor 

Color factors satisfy Jacobi identity:   

Use  1 = s/s = t/t = u/u  

to assign 4-point diagram 

to others. 

Numerator factors satisfy similar identity:   

Jacobi Identity 

Color and kinematics satisfy the same identity 

ZB, Carrasco and Johansson  
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 Duality Between Color and Kinematics 

Nontrivial constraints on amplitudes in field theory and string theory 

Consider five-point tree amplitude: 

 kinematic numerator factor 

 Feynman propagators 

Claim: At n-points we can always find a rearrangement where color 

  and kinematics satisfy the same algebraic constraint equations. 

 color factor 

 

BCJ,   Bjerrum-Bohr, Feng,Damgaard, Vanhove, ; Mafra, Stieberger, Schlotterer;  Cachazo; 

 Tye and Zhang; Feng, Huang, Jia; Chen, Du, Feng; Du, Feng,  Fu; Naculich, Nastase, Schnitzer 

c1¡ c2 + c3 = 0

c1 ´ fa3a4bfba5cfca1a2; c2 ´ fa3a4bfba2cfca1a5; c3 ´ fa3a4bfba1cfca2a5

n1¡n2 +n3 = 0

gauge theory 

sum is over  
diagrams 

ZB, Carrasco, Johansson   
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gauge  
theory: 

gravity: 

sum over diagrams 

with only 3 vertices 

Gravity numerators are a double copy of gauge-theory ones. 

Gravity and Gauge Theory BCJ 

Then: ci ) ~ni kinematic numerator of second gauge theory 

This works for ordinary Einstein gravity and susy versions. 

c1 + c2+ c3 = 0 , n1+n2+n3 = 0

 kinematic numerator  color factor 

Assume we have: 

Proof: ZB, Dennen, Huang, Kiermaier 

Cries out for a unified description of the sort given by string theory! 

Encodes KLT 

tree relations 



N = 8 sugra:   (N = 4 sYM)    (N = 4 sYM) 

N = 4 sugra:   (N = 4 sYM)    (N = 0 sYM) 
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Gravity From Gauge Theory 
BCJ 

Theory controlled by simple tensor product of YM theories. 

Recent papers show more sophisticated cases. 

Anastasiou, Bornsten, Duff;  Duff, Hughs, Nagy; 

Bargheer, He and McLoughlin;  Huang and Johansson; Sivaramakrishnan;  

Carrasco,  Chiodaroli,  Günaydin and Roiban; ZB, Davies, Dennen,  Huang and Nohle 

  

See talk from M. Duff on magic square 
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ZB, Carrasco, Johansson  (2010)  

Loop-level is identical to tree-level one except for symmetry 

factors and loop integration. 

This works if numerator satisfies duality. 

sum is over  
diagrams 

propagators 

symmetry 
factor 

color factor 
kinematic 
numerator 

gauge theory 

gravity 

Loop-Level Conjecture 
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BCJ  
Gravity integrands are free! 

 If you have a set of duality satisfying numerators. 

                                  To get:  
  

simply take 

color factor        kinematic numerator 

gauge theory         gravity theory 

Gravity loop integrands are trivial to obtain once  

we have gauge theory in a form where duality works. 

Ideas generalize to loops:  

ck           nk 

color factor 

kinematic 
numerator (k) (i) (j) 
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Sample Application:  UV properties 

of Gravity 
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UV Finiteness of N = 8  Supergravity? 

If N = 8 supergravity is perturbatively finite it would imply a 

new symmetry or non-trivial dynamical mechanism.  No known  

symmetry can render a D = 4 gravity theory finite. 

The discovery of such a mechanism would have a fundamental  

impact on our understanding of gravity. 

Of course,  perturbative finiteness is not the only issue for 

consistent gravity:  Nonperturbative completions? High-energy 

behavior of theory?  Realistic models? 

Consensus opinion for the late 1970’s and early 1980’s: 

All supergravity theories would diverge by three loops and 

therefore are not viable as fundamental theories.  
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Current Status of N = 8  Sugra Divergences 

Current consensus in N = 8 supergravity is that trouble starts at 5  

loops and by 7 loops we have valid UV counterterm in D = 4  

under all known symmetries (suggesting divergences). 
Bossard, Howe, Stelle; Elvang,  Freedman, Kiermaier; Green, Russo, Vanhove ; Green and Bjornsson ; 

       Bossard , Hillmann and Nicolai;  Ramond and  Kallosh;  Broedel  and Dixon; Elvang and Kiermaier; 

       Beisert,  Elvang, Freedman, Kiermaier, Morales, Stieberger 

• All counterterms ruled out until 7 loops explaining  

   previous calculations. 

• But D8R4 available at 7 loops (1/8 BPS) under all known 
   symmetries.  No known nonrenormalization theorem. 

For N = 8 sugra in D = 4:  

Bossard, Howe, Stelle and Vanhove 

Based on this a reasonable person would conclude that N = 8  

supergravity almost certainly diverges at 7 loops in D = 4. 

Explicit 3, 4 loop calculations show N = 8 supergravity is 

 extremely tame in the UV 

It might be reasonable, but I am now confident it is wrong!  
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Recent Progress Using  

Half-Maximal Supergravity 

While 5 or more loops in N = 8 supergravity has proven to 

be formidable even with our powerful methods, we have 

recently made significant progress by reducing the susy. 
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Do we have any examples where a divergence vanishes 

but the standard symmetries suggest it should diverge?  

Yes! 

 Two examples in half-maximal supergravity : 

• D = 5 at 2 loops.    

• D = 4 at 3 loops.      N = 4 supergravity of Cremmer, Ferrara and Scherk. 

Examples of  “Magical”  Cancellations? 
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N = 4 Supergravity in D = 4 

• N = 4  sugra at 3 loops ideal D = 4 test case to study.  

• Representation where duality between color and 

   kinematics manifest for N = 4 sYM 3-loop 4-pt amplitude. 

Consensus had it that a valid R4 

counterterm exists for this theory in D = 4. 

Bossard, Howe, Stelle;  Bossard, Howe, Stelle, Vanhove    

ZB, Carrasco, Johansson (2010) 

N = 8 Supergravity         N = 4 Supergravity 

D8 R4,   L = 7             R4,     L = 3  

D10 R4,  L = 8           D2R4,   L = 4 
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Three-Loop Construction 

N = 4 sugra :  (N = 4 sYM) x (N = 0 YM) 

» l ¢ k s2tAtree
4 » ("i ¢ l)4 l4

N = 4 sYM pure YM 

Feynman  
representation 

ci        ni  

 BCJ  
representation 

Z
(dDl)3

k7l9

l20

N = 4 sugra looks 

linearly divergent. 

simple to see 

finite for N=5,6,8  

sugra  

• UV divergences are obtained by series expanding  small   

   external momentum (or large loop momentum). 

• Introduce mass regulator for IR divergences.  

• In general, subdivergences must be subtracted. 

ZB, Davies, Dennen, Huang 

Vladimirov; Marcus and Sagnotti 



The N = 4 Supergravity UV Cancellation 
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All three-loop divergences cancel completely!   

All subdivergences cancel amongst themselves with uniform 

 mass regulator. 

ZB, Davies, Dennen, Huang 

Tourkine and Vanhove  have understood this  result by extrapolating from two-

loop heterotic string amplitudes. 



Half Maximal Supergravity in D = 5 
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Story is similar to D = 4, N = 4 sugra at 3 loops except that it is 

much simpler to work with. 

To shed light on the source of “magic” we need a simpler example: 

Half maximal supergravity at 2 loop in D = 5 

Bossard, Howe and Stelle 

ZB, Davies, Dennen 

Detailed investigations show 

Susy + duality symmetry 

does not protect  

against divergence in D = 5. 



What is the new “magic”? 
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ZB, Davies, Dennen 

Half maximal sugra :  (N = 4 sYM) x (N = 0 YM) 

N = 4 sYM N = 0 YM  

UV finite UV divergent 

x 

Together they are UV  finite!  How did this happen? 

It is the same type of magic found by ’t Hooft and Veltman 40 

years ago preventing forbidden divergences appearing in QCD! 

Cancellation tracked down:  It is the identical cancellation 

that prevents UV divergences from having forbidden color factors. 

Half-maximal supergravity at L = 2, D = 5 or L = 3, D = 4 are  

borderline cases so we need to go beyond these. 
Bossard, Howe and Stelle 

D = 5 



Four-loop N = 4 Supergravity Divergences 
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Four loops done same way as three loops. 

N = 4 sugra:  (N = 4 sYM) x (N = 0 YM) 

N = 4 sYM pure YM 

Feynman  
representation 

 BCJ  
representation 

» (l ¢ k)2 s2tAtree
4 » ("i ¢ l)4 l6

Z
(dDl)4

k8l12

l26

N = 4 sugra diagrams 

quadratically divergent 

• Result is UV divergent!  

• However, the divergence appears tied to an anomaly and we   

   don’t expect similar divergences.  We do not expect similar  
   divergence for  N > 5 supergravity.   UV problem is still open! 

D2 R4 counterterm 

ZB, Davies, Dennen, Smirnov, Smirnov 

Similar to three loops except industrial level:  C++  FIRE 4 
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Recent Developments:  

Soft Graviton Behavior 

A dozen papers in the last month! 
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 Subleading Soft Gravity 

Verified at tree level by Cachazo and Strominger : 

 BMS symmetry of asymptotically flat space time:  diffeomorphisms 

 leaving null infinity (Scri) invariant. Bondi, Burg, Metzner; Sachs 

He, Lysov, Pitra and Strominger 

 Soft graviton theorems are Ward identities of an extended BMS  

symmetry. 
Barnich and Troessaert; Strominger;   Adamo, Casali and Skinner 

q soft

Mtree
n !

µ
S(0)n + S(1)n + S(2)n

¶
Mtree

n¡1 +O(q2) q

Weinberg term 

• Analogous to Low’s 1958 soft-photon theorem, based  

   on gauge invariance. 

• Gross and Jackiw (1968) discussed behavior at 4 points. 

• Subleading corrections to soft gluons and gravitons had also 

  been studied more recently. 

• Low’s original derivation works for gravity tree level as well. 

Laenen,  Magnea, Stavenga, White;   White 

ZB. Davies, Di Vecchia, Nohle 

subleading term 
n-graviton  

amplitude 

(n-1) points 
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 Why might an experimenter care? 

Gravitons are hopeless to measure directly. 

But we measure soft gluons all the time!   

• Behavior of gravitons closely related to those of gluons. 

• A side benefit is we get better understanding of soft gluons, 

  for free.   I expect this to have useful consequences. Currently, 

  under study. 

I’m sure the experimenters are wondering why anyone 

would care about soft gravitons. 
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Subleading Soft Graviton Behavior at Tree Level 

Cachazo and Strominger (shown in 4 dimensions) 

q soft

Similar behavior for gluons: 
Casali  (3 days later!) 

Holds in D-dimensions Schwab and Volovich, Afkhami-Jeddi  

Mtree
n !

µ
S(0)n + S(1)n + S(2)n

¶
Mtree

n¡1 +O(q2)

Atree
n !

µ
S
(0)

nYM + S
(1)

nYM

¶
Atree
n¡1 +O(q)

q

"¹º

angular momentum operator: 

graviton polarization tensor: 

S
(0)

nYM
S
(0)

nYM

S(1)
n ´

n¡1X

i=1

"¹ºk
¹
i q½J

º½
i

ki ¢ q

S(0)
n ´

n¡1X

i=1

"¹ºk
¹
i k

º
i

ki ¢ q

S(2)
n ´

n¡1X

i=1

"¹ºq½J
¹½
i q¾J

º¾
i

ki ¢ q

Weinberg term 
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Loop-Level Subleading Soft Behavior 

• Ones connected to IR singularities. 

• Ones that come from potential vertex corrections. 

 

Two types of corrections: 

ZB, Davies, Nohle;  He, Huang, Wen 

• No corrections beyond tree for leading behavior. 

• No corrections beyond one loop for 1st  subleading behavior. 

• No corrections beyond two loops for 2nd subleading behavior. 

Loop corrections to soft behavior in gravity are fairly tame: 
ZB, Dixon, Perelstein, 
 Rozowsky 

ZB, Davies, Nohle 

No anomaly in soft Ward identity at first subleading order 

(setting aside well understood IR singularities).  Indicates BMS  

symmetry not anomalous at quantum level. 
ZB, Davies, Di Vecchia and Nohle 

Loop story is more complicated for QCD than gravity! 

This is another motivation to look at gravity first. 
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Summary 

• Scattering amplitudes are currently under intense study with 

   many new representations and structures.  

• Widespread applications in LHC phenomenology via NLO QCD,  

   as well as for understanding supersymmetric gauge and gravity  
   theories. 

• Surprisingly good UV behavior of supergravity uncovered.   In  

  N = 4 supergravity as yet no standard symmetry explanation for 
  observed 3-loop finiteness.  UV behavior of N > 5 supergravity  
  an open problem.  

• Recent example: Soft graviton behavior of amplitudes has rich 

  structure.  Possible applications to soft gluons in QCD. 

We can expect many more structures and surprises as we probe  

 gauge and gravity amplitudes using modern tools and ideas. 


